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After taking a breath, Lin Ziming returned to normal, staring at Ye
Xingchen coldly, and said in a deep voice, “Who are you.”
Ye Xingchen’s mouth raised a wicked arc, and he did not answer Lin
Ziming positively, but said jokingly: “I said that the bitch of Nishang often
comes to Province G. It turns out that you are here, but I found a new one.
It’s fun, tut.”
What he said was full of playfulness, staring at Lin Ziming’s eyes, as if
looking at a plaything, being played between his palms.
Lin Ziming snorted coldly and said pretending to be a ghost. Then, he
suddenly made a move. Thousands of people on the court couldn’t see his
movements clearly, and saw that his figure flashed and seemed to disappear
out of thin air, waiting for him to appear. , He arrived in front of Ye
Xingchen and slapped him in the face.
Fast as lightning.
Ye Xingchen’s pupils shrank suddenly, obviously not thinking that Lin
Ziming was so courageous that he dared to attack him.
Lin Ziming’s shot actually made him feel the danger, which shocked his
heart. You know, he is the top stage in the innate realm, only one step away
from Dzogchen, and Lin Ziming breaks through the innate. It hasn’t been a
year since the environment, and it has brought him a dangerous aura, which
shows how powerful Lin Ziming’s talent is.
However, his reaction was not unpleasant. Almost instantly, he had already
recovered his senses. He dodged backwards and kicked out at the same time.
A strong wind blew up. Several beautiful women not far from him were
wearing skirts. Being blown away by his strong wind, it can be seen how
terrifying his foot is.
Lin Ziming slapped Ye Xingchen, and there was no accident. Obviously, in
his imagination, facing Ye Xingchen’s foot, he did not dodge, his waist
twisted, and his right foot was like a huge one. The spring, with a tense
sound, kicked Ye Xingchen fiercely, to fight Ye Xingchen hard!
boom! !
There was a loud noise, from among them, a strong wind was generated out
of thin air, shaking out to the surroundings.
Lin Ziming and Ye Xingchen both stepped back a few steps, and the tiles on
their floor all began to crack, and the last piece of it actually burst directly.
The most exaggerated thing is that just now they smashed their legs to the
legs, and they actually shook the building, and the chandeliers on the ceiling
shook slightly.
This situation directly scared everyone present. Many people looked pale
and thought it was an earthquake.
Ye Xingchen’s face became gloomy a lot, he didn’t expect that in his eyes,
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the ant-like wild species would actually dare to attack him, and he could
even protest against him. This is blasphemous to his identity!
Lin Ziming was also shocked. The opponent’s strength was indeed superior
to him. Now he clearly felt that his right foot was a little bit painful, which
was harder than kicking on a steel plate.
This is the second Luo Tian organization he has seen, and the strength is so
strong, how strong is the Luo Tian organization?
For an instant, he felt unprecedented pressure.
At this time, the organizer of the charity party tonight appeared and quickly
prevented them from continuing to fight.
Seeing this, Lin Ziming didn’t continue to do anything. He looked at Ye
Xingchen deeply, his heart was full of fighting spirit and anger. The other
party called him’wild species’ one by one, which has completely angered
him.
Ye Xingchen felt his anger, smiled suddenly, and said: “Originally I thought
you were dead, but now you are alive and well, you can just become my
plaything.”
After finishing speaking, he also wiped his neck against Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming also sneered, and he simply said two words: “Sabi.”
In an instant, Ye Xingchen was annoyed, his eyes widened suddenly, and a
sharp glow broke out, “You!!!”
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